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TGV
High-speed train operating at speeds of up to 350km/h, linking over 70 main cities in France
Compulsory
3 months

TGV network map

TGS = TGV Sud-Est
E.g. Paris --> Dijon / Avignon / Nice
TGD = TGV Duplex
E.g. Paris --> Marseille / Lyon
TGA = TGV Atlantique
E.g. Paris --> Bordeaux / Rennes
Train codes
E.g. Paris --> Lille
TGN = TGV Réseau
E.g. Paris --> Strasbourg / Reims
TGE = TGV EST Européen
E.g. Lille --> Bordeaux
TGI = TGV Inter
TGV Pro Premiere (First class)
Aimed at the Business traveller, customers can benefit from: Flexible tickets, dedicated ticket desks at the
station and welcome service at the platform from Monday-Friday, access to Grand Voyageur lounges on
presentation of a valid ticket in Paris, Bordeaux, Lyon Part-Dieu, Rennes, Strasbourg, Nantes, Marseille
and Lille Flandres. Free newspapers & magazines, drinks and WiFi in the lounges, as well as free WiFi at
stations.
~ Dedicated carriages called Espace Pro available on popular routes between Paris and Rennes,
Nantes, Bordeaux, Strasbourg, Lyon Part Dieu, Montpellier and Marseille.Dedicated Espace Pro carriages
can be found in coaches 1/11 on single decker TGVs, upper decks in coaches 1/11 and 2/12 on TGV
Duplex and upper decks in coaches 1/11, 2/12, 3/13 on TGV Duplex trains to/from Lyon.
TGV Pro Premiere customers can benefit from:
TGV Pro (Business)
~ Welcome drink and snack on board
~ Payable cold meal at seat (payable on board) available Monday-Friday (excludes bank holidays) on
services departing between 6am-8am, 11am-12noon and 7pm-8pm.
~ Assistance packs available at seat (Stain removing kit, phone charger, sleeping kit)
~ Complimentary magazines and newspapers
~ Taxis reserved on board
Please note that Espace Pro is subject to availability and is not always guaranteed for passengers
travelling with a TGV Pro ticket. When this area is available, "Espace Pro 1ere" will be printed on the
ticket.
Standard class Pro
~ Welcome service on the 7 TGV destinations (above) at the platform from Monday-Friday.
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First class

Standard class

Disabled facilities

Wi-Fi
Smoking
Luggage

Bicycles

All services available in Standard class
Power points (220V)
Possibility to book a seat facing forward on TGE and TGS trains.
Comfortable and spacious seats
Bar-buffet car where customers can purchase drinks and hot or cold meals.
Vending machines (drinks and snacks)
Dedicated exchange machines at the station.
Dedicated areas, such as Family Space, Nursery, Office space and bicycle space are all located in
Standard class.
Wheelchair and Companion space in First class (usually 4 spaces in Coaches 1 and 11). Wheelchairs
with small dimensions are available to use onboard - to be requested once onboard. Button to call
controller if necessary. Disabled toilet located next to Wheelchair space. Manual and electric wheelchairs
are accepted on board provided their dimensions do not exceed 125x75cm.
Box TGV (multimedia Internet portal) is available on 52 TGV Est services. Passengers must be in
possesion of a PC, Mac or Smartphone in order to connect to Wi-Fi. Box TGV offers a range of services,
including films, documentaries, concerts, city guides and games. This is a payable service. Pre-paid
vouchers can be bought from the bar buffet.
All TGV trains are entirely non-smoking
2 bags/suitcases per passenger plus 1 piece of hand luggage. Luggage spaces for larger pieces of
luggage, e.g. bike bags, skis, collapsible pushchairs, surf boards (in a case not exceeding more than 3m
in length - the board may have to be placed diagonally in the baggage rack, depending on the length of
the surfboard) are situated at the end of each carriage. All luggage must be labelled.
Some TGVs accept fully assembled bicycles. The cost of a bicycle space is around £10 and must be
reserved at the time of booking. There are usually 4 bicycle spaces in Standard class on a TGV, located
in coaches 8 and/or 18. Alternatively, bicycles may be carried free of charge in a bike bag whose
dimensions do not exceed 120x90cm.

Domestic animals

Domestic animals are permitted onboard TGVs provided other passengers do not object. Dogs must be
muzzled and on a lead. Small domestic animals must be carried in a pet carrier (with dimensions no
greater than 45x30x25cm and no heavier than 6kg). Guide dogs travel for free and do not require a ticket.
Maximum of 2 dogs or 2 pet carriers or 1 dog and 1 pet carrier per passenger.

Toilets

Toilets are located at the end of each carriage.

Family space and
nursery
Office space
Composting
machines

On some TGVs there is a Family space and Nursery in Standard class. The family seating area consists
of 4 seats around a foldable table with a games board. Games pieces can be bought from the bar-buffet.
The nursery area is located within close proximity of the Family space.
On TGV EST services there is an Office space, located in carriages 5/15 and 7/17 in Standard class.
This space cannot be reserved prior to departure, it is available on a first come, first serve basis. This
area has power sockets so passengers can use their laptops or charge a mobile phone.
It is obligatory to stamp your train ticket in one of the yellow composting machines in the station prior to
boarding the train.

External image of a TGV Duplex

Standard class seating area
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Bar buffet carriage

Office space

First class seating area
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